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About This Game

This is a new version of cult game with new levels and exclusive Steam online multiplayer!

Play Bollywood and Stambul - two new stages, and watch new movies with it's peculiar story! Now you can challenge for a
musical duel any steam user from around the world!

Check out this new incredible version of Frederic!

Step into Frederic Chopin's shoes, and embark onto an one-of-a-kind adventure through musical genre in this remastered
especially for Steam enhanced version.

Frederic Chopin – one of the world's most talented classical composers, is brought back from the afterlife and finds that he's an
involuntary part of a treacherous plan. The world of music is at the edge of destruction. Soulless music labels and mass-

produced popstars have hindered all creativity. And you're the only hope of bringing it back.

Accompany Chopin in his amazing journey full of quirky events. Battle your opponents in musical duels, intensity of which will
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make your palms sweat. Enjoy an hour of hand-drawn animated comic picturing the quirky story. Play through twelve catchy
arrangements of Chopin's greatest classics, each in a different musical genre. Practice your skills until perfection and become

the master of the piano.

Features

- 12 fantastic remixes of classical hits
- 10 colorful locations from around the world full of hidden easter eggs and jokes

- An hour of outstanding animated comic
- Megatons of humor

- 18 achievements of all difficulties
- DRM-free game soundtrack included

- Trading cards
- Optimized for Windows 8 touch screens
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Title: Frederic: Resurrection of Music Director's Cut
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Forever Entertainment S. A.
Publisher:
Forever Entertainment S. A.
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2016
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Got it for like 1 buck in a bundle but god damn was this a bad deal.
All characters are so unlikeable, the plot is stupid and the sex scenes, which are probably the main reason to buy this crap are
equal as♥♥♥♥♥♥like the entire rest of this game. Don't buy it.. I love the game, got the deluxe edition because I wanted the
live action cut scenes and such. I honestly wish it HADN'T come with this though. Feels like cheating. Don't sell in game items
like this. If you guys want to sell stuff, cool things like extra content like those live action movies. Maybe some behind the
scenes specials and interviews with the staff? Sell the OST on here too. Stuff fans would really want that feels "meatier" and
does't come off as cheating. Maybe sell some new levels later, or some new mini games or something? Just selling us the items
you earn by playing the game feels way off.

Thanks for the game, but you need to figure out your DLC. This ain't it, chief.. https://youtu.be/IUI_SgS4_mM

This game has a bit of a Anthem feel to it, it definitely has allot of potential and room to grow! Only thing we noticed was the
servers were really laggy aswell as the frame rates at some points.

Other than that it was a enjoyable game!

This was our very first match playing, had no idea what we were doing so we just went with the flow and scored a win!. I
recently played this game, and made a video for my Youtube Channel about it.
(Link Down below for the video)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6PPKT2wNlKs

I was given the opportunity to try this game because the developer reached out to me.
I personally enjoy puzzle games that make you use your mind a little bit. I found it to be a good game to play when you have a
short amount of time. The length of the game seems really fair for the price. It is not a perfect game, but it is a game you can
enjoy.. Game itself was quite nice but man it is so much P2W. I had a lot of hours on different platform so this is way more
than 1.7 hour review.. Steam ate the review I wrote, so:

Game good. Game REAL good.

- Pretty colors!
- Attention to detail: BIG. Bring fine toothed comb!
- Writing Very Good, make me cry at least once.
- Take all time you want invading privacy! No timer!
- Have touchscreen laptop, tap thumb to fingerprint scan when starting work. Feel VERY cool.
- Gameplay consistant, but not boring.
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- Tutorial vanish after first couple powers. Figure things out on own. :(
- Entire game chasing after details. No like checking time stamps on phone calls, spelling on names? No like game!. Just played
it 9 hours straight in co-op with a friend. we had a blast.
It is by no means a fully fledged JA successor, it is more what Fallout Tactics was to Fallout.

Game starts off slow, first few missions are a grind but then it really pics up.
You get resting places where you have a shared stash and can do multiple things like healing, repairing and crafting.
You can craft weapon and armor addons to boost stats or get more inventory space for example.

The Action Point system works well, you really have to think about how much points to spend shooting to still be able to get
back into cover and so on.
If you try to remain stealthy the game actually becomes quite tactical, you need to plan your moves and use whistling to lure
single guards away from their position. this was great fun in co-op.

TL;DR: JA light, great fun in coop, wouldn´t get nearly as much hate if it wasn´t named JA. Sorry i dont like the game. The
think is good
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All in all this DLC is a great addon to the game as I've been waiting for a legit SD60E in the game. Although it does have some
lacking features but I believe it is worth the money! Although I wish the Vererans, First Responders, and Go Rail were included
as well.

Cons:
- The bell, horn and engine sounds are decent
- One awesome point is the fact of a different horn which is determined by which number locomotive you have.
- Fully functioning cab with opening windows and doors.
- Top Gon coal gondola cars look great!
- Ditch lights shut off when reverse is moved to neutral

Cons:
- The cab is kind of empty compared to pictures of the SD60E
- The headlights and ditch lights could use some enhancement
- No sound changes when opening windows\/doors
- No sound difference for distance away or near of locomotive.

. Fast, simple, grid-based strategy game. Worth a buy.. This game looks and plays like undergrad's intro course assignment. It
won't cost you much you won't be playing it much either. Structures in the game appear and dissapear depending on how close
you are. You can't interact with these structures either. The water also cannot be interacted with though it is not an impediment
to your movement.

The only interactivity is a ball that you can hit and you can drop rocks on thing. There are also apples and sea shells you can
explore to find and "collect" by touching them and making them dissapear.

It's not worth a dollar.. IT SAYS IT IS MULTIPLAYER! IT LIES I WANT TO PLAY WITH MY FRIENDS AND I
CAN'T!!!. For a demo, this game is fantastic. It runs very smoothly and the graphics are great, would definitely recommend!. A
great way to alter reality without leaving the universe.. This is a fun creepy ride so far.

While it seems simple enough (don't take your eyes off them as you progress through the levels) it's very difficult to maneuver
and keep them in your sights.

I just started doing a video series on it and am intrigued on where it is going to go from here:
https://youtu.be/nlczB46Qpdw. This game was short but fun. I play it several times, trying out different starter countries and
agents. Love the visuals and game mechanics. Since this is an early access game, I am not surprised there are still some bugs
need fixing. And I think more agents and science projects would be more interesting, But overall, great game!. Very fun and
simple game. Create your own dungeon map based on the random tiles you are given.

Few enemies and playable characters but strategy in build design make it fun to play.. ya satu lagi game murah yg lumayan
untuk mengisi waktu luang dengan spek yg rendah
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